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Figure 1: Interaction flow of dynamic visual markings on an interactive floor developed from [42]

markings. A crowdsourced evaluation was conducted to
further investigate how people interpret the floor patterns at
three levels: utility and usability, desirability, and creativity.
The results from 79 “crowd-workers” showed that 6 of 8
markings achieved the design goals. Of all markings, the
patterns of “Shrinking zone,” “Locating map,” “interactive
menu,” “Growing pathways” and "Poking steps" featured
good engagement and creativity and had the highest
potentiality to invite interaction, reveal wayfinding
information and guide a movement in a wayfinding context.
This study extended the understanding of the application of
visual cues and proxemic interaction on floor markings in
wayfinding research and a further examination of the
effectiveness based on our findings could be the next step.

ABSTRACT

Travellers have found it difficult finding the way in public
transport systems by virtue of impractical guiding designs.
There was a design opportunity to leverage interactive floor
markings to better guide travellers. With an iterative design
process, a series of dynamic visual markings were created
and demonstrated on an interactive floor through video
prototypes. The markings applied design strategies of visual
cues and adopted proxemic interaction, which help transit
the focus between the centre and the periphery of attention.
A comprehensive framework was proposed to illustrate the
interaction flow and taxonomy of these dynamic floor
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studies have developed many design strategies for drawing
attention, revealing information and most importantly,
increasing engagement and fun. However, little effort has
been made on applying interactive floor technologies for
wayfinding in public transit centre. Therefore, we would
like to explore further potentiality of floor markings that
may help travellers efficiently and intuitively find the way
to the desired destinations.

INTRODUCTION

Public transport is such a complex system, as it involves
multiple lines, nodes, interchanges and time-oriented
structures. When discussing successful service experience
of a public transport network, it is incredibly crucial
whether the network can provide an efficient and effective
information system to facilitate wayfinding, especially for
travellers who are thrown into an unfamiliar space and
intend to head to a destination within a limited time. As the
UK passenger journeys in metro or underground have been
greatly increased, reaching the highest volume ever
recorded in 2016 [57], it is increasingly important that
travellers who use public transport are able to access better
wayfinding means to navigate themselves.

In this paper, several dynamic floor markings were
presented through video prototyping to cope with the needs,
barriers, and expectations of wayfinding aids that have been
identified. These floor markings adopted several design
strategies of visual cues and employed proxemic
interaction, which help transit the focus between the centre
and periphery of attention.

Traditionally, numerous attempts of wayfinding design
have made on a form of static information such as
timetable, network diagrams, station and line identities, and
signage for amenities, landmarks and directions [8,32].
While the static wayfinding guidance and signage intend to
build a helpful information network, it seems the instruction
is too overwhelming for passengers and also hardmaintaining for transport operator due to frequent changes
of information.

Furthermore, we conducted a crowdsourced evaluation
study to investigate the interpretation and understanding of
such interactive floor markings at three levels: utility and
usability, desirability, and creativity. The results showed
that most of the markings meet the design objectives. Of all
markings, the pattern of “Shrinking zone,” “Locating map,”
“Interactive menu,” “Growing pathways” and "Poking
steps" featured good engagement and creativity and had the
highest potentiality to invite interaction, reveal wayfinding
information and guide a movement in a wayfinding context.
However, the idea of "Pushing waves" and "Dividing
pathways" were evaluated confusing and distracting
because the visual elements and animation failed to connect
to the scenarios.

Nowadays there are many interactive installations being
applied to help travellers reach information digitally, such
as interactive kiosks and digital signage etc. However, it
seems these interactive technologies only digitize the static
information without leveraging their potentialities (e.g.,
dynamically drawing attention based on a proxemic input or
showing personalized information).

The study made the contribution in both theory and practice
of the design of an interactive floor. From the theoretical
perspective, since the research area lacks the understanding
of the interaction flow of floor markings, this study
leveraged the conceptual frameworks related to interaction
with public displays [41,42] to form a new taxonomy that
merged with the interaction flow of a floor installation.
Regarding the practical aspect, this study illustrated the
possibility of using novel visual markings on interactive
floor technology in the context of wayfinding in transport
hubs. Besides, we also demonstrate the application of
crowdsourcing methodology with video prototypes and
present preliminary understanding of how people across
cultures and languages interpret these interactive floor
markings.

Furthermore, although a large number of design projects
have been made for improving the passenger experience of
wayfinding [10,39,46,49], it seems travellers still feel
confused in looking for guidance in public transport hubs
due to impractical wayfinding designs, such as improper
position of signs, confusing and overloaded information,
and a lack of meaningful connection between the guiding
information and the physical environment [49].
The situations above motivate us to explore other ways to
improve the ease with which travellers are able to guide
themselves to, from and within a complex public transit.
We noticed interactive floor markings could be a potential
solution as they feature proxemic interaction and provide
information spatially. Therefore, we were motivated to
explore some visual patterns of an interactive floor to help
passengers have a smooth and intuitive access to needed
wayfinding information in the right place and right time
when facing an unfamiliar situation in a transport
interchange.

To respond to the design challenge, there's an extensive
literature on wayfinding behaviours, existing designs for
navigation and usage of interactive floors. Based on the
design strategies and inspirations from literature and design
activities, a series of dynamic visual markings was created
(Figure 1) through an iterative process. Finally, a
crowdsourced evaluation was conducted through video
prototypes, where the dynamic markings with interaction
were presented.

Interactive floors have been successfully applied to several
contexts, which were usually designed for playful and
social interaction such as creating a playful workplace [16]
and building up collaborative space in a library [35] while
little known is about its efficient aspect. Besides, previous
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much more attention and conscious effort on wayfinding
tasks while commuters only need to negotiate and deal with
a familiar environment so they much more count on much
more automatic processing with a little cognitive load. It is
important to note that different degrees of uncertainty and
cognitive loads directly influence how passengers interact
with interactive floors as the span of peripheral attention
varies and the strategies for accomplishing wayfinding
tasks differs.

RELATED WORK

The following sections give an overview of the related
literature. First of all, we inquire the definition of
wayfinding and the factors which may influence
wayfinding behaviours. Also, the context of public
transport would be put in the discussion and see how people
experience wayfinding in this unique context. Then, the
second section is about the current use of materials and
facilities for wayfinding aid, including different kinds of
content, platforms, and communication modalities (i.e.,
audial, visual, and tactile application) Besides, the gap and
unmet needs of these existing wayfinding aid techniques are
pointed out in this section. Based on these understandings,
the discussion in the next section extends to the possibility
of applying an interactive floor as a solution and also
indicates key aspects that should be considered when
applying an interactive floor for wayfinding in public
transport centre. In the final section, this study reviews the
design strategies of visual cues and proxemic interaction,
especially for visual attention and orientation, which would
be great inspirations in the following ideation phases.

The second aspect of successful wayfinding mentioned
earlier is the environmental features along the routes
between two places, which is especially impactful for
travellers in a quest situation. Gärling and Böök [20]
illustrated three essential physical-setting variables,
including the degree of differentiation, the degree of visual
access and the complexity of a spatial layout to classify if
environments are helpful and suitable for wayfinding tasks.
In other words, a well-designed environment is meant to
make each node and link equipped with clear identities
(through either names or physical appearance) and enable
start and end nodes visually accessible at transfer
interchanges. Besides, it helps build an uncomplicated
spatial layout of environments (i.e., reducing the
environmental size and the number of available routes).

2.1 Facets of successful wayfinding

Wayfinding refers to a navigation activity in which
individual intentionally [21] heads to a destination with
varying degree of uncertainty [3] and in order to
successfully reach the place goal, a wayfinder usually has to
interact with an environment [3,20] (i.e., signage and
landmarks) and within spatial and temporal constraints.

In conclusion, based on the literature review, the focus of
the research and design in this paper will be given on
travellers with a quest, who intentionally head to
somewhere they never been through interactions with
unexplored environment and routes, as they will be the
primary target users who need navigational instruction in
transport hubs. Besides, the design was attempting to apply
the first two principles proposed by Gärling et al. [20],
which were to establish a recognizable identity of
wayfinding aids and also to create a visually clear access to
those facilities. The spatial layout of surroundings can be
left outside as it is barely possible to change through visual
markings.

According to the definition, there were at least three key
aspects of successful wayfinding. The first facet counted on
the characteristics of travellers. The second relied on the
environmental features along the routes. The last aspect was
based on the temporal characteristics. For example, the
number of passengers and the weather of the day change on
a daily or hourly basis, resulting in increasing spatial and
temporal difficulties.
First, regarding the characteristics of travellers, it has been
found that travellers have different travel purposes leading
to various degrees of uncertainty and cognitive operation.
Gary Allen categorised wayfinding tasks into three types:
commute, explore and quest [3]. Commute indicates
travelling between two places known and travellers usually
highly rely on a familiar pathway and greatly follow
routinized behaviour patterns as they value efficiency
mostly. Exploratory travel starts and ends at places known
previously but a wayfinder attempts to discover novel
places and new routes connecting them to each other and to
familiar places. Quest involves travelling to a novel
destination through various unfamiliar places and pathways,
which usually relies on the means of either a map or
language instructions.

2.2 Wayfinding in public transport

Human wayfinding is a common activity in our daily life.
Considering in light of the continually rising demand for
transport, the focus of this study is especially given on
helping passengers who are unfamiliar with surroundings
and the way between start and end navigate themselves in
public transport. Therefore, this following section reviews
the characteristics of public transport and moves further to
the design goals/requirements of visual floor markings that
reflect on the related works.
Public transport generally includes airlines, ferry, rail,
buses, metro, and underground etc. These transport service
have many characteristics in common [45]: They provide
transport service for masses rather than individuals; They
have completely fixed transport network operating in
settled time and network-structured spaces, which is
represented by timetable and makes wayfinding usually
constraint in limited time and routes. Besides, passengers

The taxonomy [3] highlighted the wayfinding tasks involve
various degrees of uncertainty and cognitive operation that
depends on different travel purposes. Travellers in a quest
have to face higher unfamiliarity and therefore require
3

simply take the service without driving themselves.
However, wayfinding behaviours typically happen before
they access the service because the trip involves many
inevitable "transits" among nodes either within the network
or other connecting systems, and requires travellers to
change at designated interchanges and to reach the goal
nodes at right places and reasonable times.

to improve wayfinding is auditory, which is especially
popular for visually impaired people [38,56]. For example,
Yang et al. [56] proposed a wayfinding solution called
Talking Point 3, which communicates navigational
instructions through RFID sensing the objects or locations
with electronic tags. Recently, there were some novel
designs applying other modalities, such as tactile [5,28,44],
to enhance the understandings of physical environment and
navigate people to a certain direction at right time. Of these
modalities, communicating wayfinding information through
visual modality was considered the most popular way in
general.

Since the public transport has its unique features, involving
mass passengers, settled transport network(s), numerous
transiting nodes and regular schedule, a successful
wayfinding assistance in this context is expected to help
travellers easily and confidently realize all or partial
transport network(s) structure within restricted time, and
effectively guide them to destinations or nodes through
providing sufficient and necessary information/instruction
at an expected time. The detailed design objectives and
requirements were described in section 3.1.

There was a design opportunity since numerous studies
have evaluated current wayfinding aids and pointed out
they still have space for improvement. Based on their
findings, there were some considerations should be taken
into account at the design stage [45,49,51]. First of all,
traveller’s attention may be broadly distributed among
several wayfinding facilities and clues. The case study
published by SMI [49], indicated traveller’s wayfinding
behaviours and decision do not rely on signing facilities
only. The other surroundings, such as illumination in space
or crowds, also serve as potential orienting information.
Another study about modelling wayfinding [45] also
described a use case showing the traveller is guided by both
signs and architectural layout of the station. Regarding how
to properly make passer-by place attention on wayfinding
information, the report published by SMI [49] suggested the
optimal positioning and visual attractiveness of a
wayfinding aid influence whether it could effectively draw
passenger's attention. In short, a consistent design guideline,
well-defined locations of information points and attractive
visual cues would contribute helpful and effective
wayfinding solutions. Otherwise, passer-by doesn't have a
chance to be invited into the wayfinding information
system.

2.3 Evolution of current wayfinding facilities

To immerse in this particular context and catch up on the
knowledge of past and innovations, this section reviews
existing assistant technologies for wayfinding. Three
aspects seem to be helpful in attempting to sketch out these
facilities, which are content, platforms and communication
modalities.
Firstly, there are various kinds of wayfinding content
[8,30,39]. Identification signs are designed for indicating
distinctive landmarks and location identities. Operational
signs show a layout or a directory regarding surroundings.
Directional signs usually display direction and distance of
travel. Warning signs are applied to prevent people from
dangerous situations. Although each type of signs has its
specific function for a particular scenario, they are more
often mixed in a single wayfinding design [8].
The platforms for wayfinding information can be nondigital or digital. Physical and non-electronic media for
finding a way still widely remains to this day. For example,
people see signage and floor markings almost every day.
Nonetheless, digital platforms such as large displays
[11,51], interactive kiosks [46,51], and mobile devices
[5,34,51] are a newly emerging area of wayfinding design.
The digital signage usually makes use of location-based
techniques, interactive multimedia, and on-demand content
to display guidance in a real-time and dynamic way
[12,25,44], which was helpful for the interpretation of the
navigational information as it is aligned to the environment
and closely related to individuals. However, the gap in
digital skills among different user groups may cause an
obstacle to understanding and respond to a novel digital
interface [9].

Another consideration is the volume of needed information,
which should be adequate but not overloaded under
different situations. The situations refer here attempt to
point out two concepts, network space and scene space,
proposed by Rüetschi and Timpf [45]. In their study, they
distinguished these two cognitively different environments
when doing wayfinding in public transport. Network space
was provided from a relatively macro perspective to
examine a "mediated" public transport network, presenting
itself by several network-structured media such as maps,
schedules, and audible notifications. On the other hand,
scene space was adopted from a comparatively micro
perspective to consider an "unmediated" environment at the
nodes of the public transport system, such as signage.

The wayfinding information can be supported through
different types of communication modalities. Typically,
these wayfinding aids present content with visual elements
such as texts, symbols, diagrams, graphics, colours and
animations, etc. [8,18,32] Another common use of modality

On the basis of these concepts, the study suggested global
information is usually presented at network spaces whereas
the local guidance is placed at scene spaces [45]. As
travellers are very likely required to change means of
transport in the commute, they would need either global
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information or partial instruction integrated into the
transport network(s). For example, travellers would require
global information about the network of lines and the
timetable according to which these lines are operated at
station hall. On the other hand, they need local information
about stops and interchange nodes linking from the start to
the destination of the trip.

[6,23,52] suggested the secondary display devices apply
proxemic interactions. Greenberg et al. [23] described five
types of knowledge of potential users that are input from
the proxemic devices, including their distance, orientation,
movement, identity and location, which would trigger
responding proxemic interactions or reaction.
Furthermore, there were two design patterns proposed by
Vermeulen et al. [52], employed to enable proxemic
interactions transit from awareness to interaction. The idea
of the slow-motion feedback in proxemic interaction was
based on the knowledge of nearby people to provide a
response to user's behaviour in sufficient time. The other
was the gradual engagement pattern, applied through a
selective and progressive way to present visual elements in
order to attract and invite people around the device to have
interactions, even the device is outside the person's
attentional focus.

2.4 Interactive floor as a potential solution
2.4.1 The role of interactive floor

Traditionally, floor design has been concerned with
decorative and information-carrying purposes. With the rise
of ubiquitous computing technology, the novel forms of
floors such as “interactive floors” and “illuminated floors”
have been drawing people's interests. Over the last few
years, many projects on floor technology primarily focused
on the gaming [17,37] and social interaction [16,35]. In
these cases, an interactive floor plays as a Plaza [8], a place
for a user interacting with or collaborating with other
participants through a sharing surface. For example, Playful
interaction [16] was an interactive floor in a workplace to
facilitate employees have fun experience while exchanging
working materials. Similarly, iFloor is another interactive
installation in a library square attempting to invite users to
have a playful Q&A activity with other readers or librarians
[35]. Overall, these interactive installations value sociability
and entertainment more than efficiency.

2.5 Strategies for designing dynamic floor markings

Numerous studies on an interactive display or installation
have been made to explore how to create effective visual
cues for certain purposes [13,18,35,53,54]. Based on the
findings from these studies, the design strategies can be
divided into five types. Figure 2 and Table 1 summarise the
purposes of each design strategy.
(a)

On the other hand, there were other projects putting a focus
on efficient interaction [24]. Here the interactive floor is
considered like a Street [43], a space for offering individual
guidance or for presenting desired information with an
usually unidirectional access. For instance, a project of
ubiquitous interactive spaces in domestic showed that
individuals were allowed to remotely access, structure and
present materials through gestures on an interactive ground
and other display interfaces [24]. Apart from domestic use,
some projects [19,53,54] made use of dynamic floor
markings on an interactive floor for practical applications
such as to direct travellers or passers-by to a certain side
(i.e., right side or left side) or location(s).

(d)

(b)

(c)

(e)

Figure 2: Design strategies of visual cues. (a) Changing colour;
(b) Tracking objects; (c) Animated waves/trips; (d) Moving
symbols/frames; (e) Interactive options.

Since wayfinding is goal-oriented, this project positioned
the interactive floor design as a Street rather a Plaza,
focusing on the efficient interaction and needed wayfinding
information with a periphery of attention during wayfinding
task in a public transport hubs (e.g., a station). The primary
emphasis is utility, whereas engaging and fun interaction
would be a secondary consideration.

1. Changing colour. Colours can be used to represent and
distinguish different statuses of an object or an area [15].
For example, the study about a large monitoring display for
aerial vehicles [18] proposed a visual cue scheme that
changes the colour of objects with a continuous transition
from white to red to notify distinctive levels of danger.
Another study of floor projection [54] made use of a similar
strategy, manipulating different animated colour lines to
mark if any visitors enter into the intimate area around an
exhibit. Vermeulen et al. [53] not only used a colourchanging border to reveal if anyone had crossed over the
interactive zone but also applied different coloured halos to
highlight who is the active user and who is awaiting. In

2.4.2 Proxemic interaction through periphery of attention

As wayfinding activity is a purpose-oriented, especially for
the travellers in a guest, the goal to the desired destination
would be placed in the centre of attention, which means the
interactive floor for wayfinding would be located outside
the centre where it receives the periphery of attention. To
help interactions fluently transit between the focus and
periphery of the attention when needed, prior studies
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general, white/grey can show a natural and inactive status.
Green can represent safe, available or active whereas red
indicates danger or forbidden. However, it can be somewhat
ambiguous to use yellow as it could mean either that an
installation [13] had been activated or that an user was in
the queue [53].

Design Strategy

2. Tracking objects. Many projects created dynamic floor
markings where a particular visual object would approach
or be around a user who had been recognized by the
installation to provide the user with an in-situ tracking
feedback and a visual cue of invitation for interaction
[13,35,53]. For instance, iFloor [35] used approaching
arrow(s) toward passersby not only to make them realize
they had been identified by the floor but also to invite them
to further interact with it. Vermeulen et al. [53] applied a
halo that follows user’s movement for a similar purpose.

Animated
waves/strips

Guide people moving in a certain
direction on intuition

Moving
symbols/frames

Reveal options for possible actions.
Invite or trigger a user to follow its
movement toward a location.

Interactive options

Reveal options for possible actions.
Display certain information
triggered by users on demand.

Table 1: An overview of potential design strategies for
dynamic floor markings

To sum up, this project chose a digital floor as the platform
to present different types of wayfinding information. The
role of the floor was like a “Street” that focused on the
practical aspect: helping wayfinding activities. The
dynamic markings on the floor were ideated by only
dynamic "visual" elements with the use of design strategies
addressed above. Furthermore, since the floor plays as a
secondary display that obtains peripheral attention, the
markings applied the patterns of proxemic interaction from
previous studies to transit the attentional focus between the
centre and periphery of attention.

3. Animated waves/trips were often used to guide people
moving in a certain direction on intuition because this
special way of animation usually create a sense of pushing
and inviting on intuition [13,53,54]. Ada [13], an intelligent
space design, applied luminous waves moving towards the
exit to instruct visitors out of the space. With a similar
strategy, Vermeulen et al. [53] used waves shrinking toward
to the primary display to invite people to move closer and
have interaction. Another case is Vection field [19], which
manipulated optical-flow of a stripe to direct crowds in a
station to the right or left side.

3.

DESIGN AND EVALUTIOAN METHODOLOGY

This section outlines the design objectives derived from a
comprehensive literature review and describes justifications
for the methods we carried out in this study.

4. Moving symbols/frames. A moving object usually can be
an indicator or visual cue to invite or trigger a user to
follow its movement to a location. The luminous floor
project, Ada [13], applied a flashing tile around users,
which looks like it is poking toward to a direction, to point
out a possible action. Likewise, Beyer et al. [7] made use of
a dynamic frame moving sideways on a large display to
invite the user to follow it to the position where it stops at.

3.1 Objectives and Design Requirements

Table 2 outlies three high-level objectives in this project
and a breakdown of design requirements for each objective.

5. Interactive options. As mentioned earlier, digital signage
has the advantage of its interactivity. Many floor projects
created an interactive menu to demonstrate the options for
possible actions. The dynamic menu was usually activated
through sensing the specific gesture (e.g., wave hands),
movement (e.g., step on), and the particular information
would show on demand. Multitoe [4], a pressure-sensing
floor design, displayed a tools bar through triggered by a
specific foot posture. Delbrück et al. [13] also proposed an
interaction for their floor design that allowed users to call a
menu for choosing the direction where users wanted to send
out a "light wave" when stepping on it.
Design Strategy

Key purpose(s)

Objectives

Design Requirements

Utility and Usability.
Facilitate wayfinding in
transport hubs through
dynamic floor markings

Provide adequate and
necessary content: give the
minimum wayfinding
information and instruction (i.e.
warning or directional signs)
through dynamic floor
markings that are intuitively
comprehensible.
Create intuitive and effective
interaction between users and
the floor: As it is important for
travellers to reach desired
destinations quickly and
accurately, the interaction
should be reasonably smooth
and visually distinguished so
that individuals can be able to
respond with minimum time.

Desirability. Encourage
either passive or active
engagement with the

Make the design readily
visible and grab attention:
Passengers can be attracted and
invited to the floor through

Key purpose(s)

Changing colour

Represent and mark different
statuses of an object or an area.

Tracking object

Provide an in-situ tracking feedback.
Offer a visual cue of invitation for
interaction.
6

Objectives
interactive floor

Creativity. Improve
and explore innovative
dynamic floor patterns

through a literature review and a field observation, and of
which the breakdown of design requirements and possible
design strategies grew out. In addition, the knowledge of
current innovations in this particular area was acquired
from secondary data collected online (i.e., the collection of
general cases of floor markings in various contexts).

Design Requirements
proxemic interactions and
appropriate feedback, such as
increasing speed of animation
and change of colours based on
user's orientation or movement.
Utilize effective visual
elements to prompt users
taking further actions:
Through the interaction with
the floor, users are able to
successfully move to the
desired destination.

3.2.2 Ideation

In the ideation phase, three activities were conducted to
achieve the principle of iterative design [22]. Each design
activity contributed and extended ideas through a specific
method, and ended up with a feedback session, which
provided the critical reflection in the next stage of iteration.
The final video prototypes resulted from the last design
activity in this phase and were utilized for the
crowdsourced study in the evaluation phase.

Create visual patterns by the
use of simple and common
graphics: Considering
cognitive load, the design
requires as uncomplicated as
possible in order to reduce
unnecessary mental effort.
Apply simple animated
motion and transition to
invent novel floor patterns:
Prior study has indicated users
may be sensitive to the motion
of markings, which is beneficial
to innovation in designing an
interactive floor for wayfinding.

The first activity was idea brainstorming. On the basis of
the strategies inspired from prior projects and secondary
research, numerous sketches of the floor marking were
produced. The best of these were justified by checking if it
meets the selection criteria motioned in section 3.1.
Furthermore, by using card sorting these most potential
patterns were mapped into the framework of interaction
flow grounded in previous studies [8,41,42] to classify the
main role of each floor marking in wayfinding context.
The second activity involved a series of low-fidelity video
prototyping, which visualized the chosen ideas with more
detail and presented how each pattern may interact with
users. Several experts in HCI field were invited to provide
their feedback about these prototypes, which incorporated
into the third iteration of the video prototyping activity.

Table 2: Objectives and Design Requirements
3.2 Design Process

In the last activity of the ideation phase, the revision and
bundle of the selected floor patterns were built through
video prototyping. The videos integrated a visual floor
marking and virtual actors, in some cases, with a real scene
recorded in the station, which enabled the intended
interactions to be dynamically presented without involving
too many feasible issues in the stage of idea generation
[16]. A number of videos prototypes were assessed by a
few users through a short online survey, resulting in an
iterative reduction and adjustment of the final video
prototypes that were used for the following crowdsourcing
evaluation session.

With User-Centred Design (UCD) approach, we diverge
and converge ideas iteratively through a three-phased
process proposed by IDEO.org [31] (Figure 3). In each
phase, there were several methods selected and justified
according to the key principles identified by Gould and
Lewis [22]. The procedure of and reflection from each
design activity are deliberately described in section 4.

3.2.3 Evaluation

INSPIRATION

IDEATION

Collecting empirical measurement [22] was considered
essential principle in the evaluation phase. The objective of
the evaluation was to investigate to what extent user 's
interpretations of floor markings were in line with our
expected objectives and requirements that have been
pointed out in section 3.1. To achieve this objective, we
conducted a crowdsourced evaluation because it was
considered one of the effective ways to collect a large
number of user feedbacks on design, especially for
interpretation and evaluation of visual content [1,26].

EVALUATION

Figure 3: The design process grown out of the framework
proposed by IDEO.org [31]
3.2.1 Inspiration

The primary principle in the first phase was to put an early
focus on users and tasks [22]. The design challenge and the
understanding of users and their desires were framed
7

Crowdsourced studies used web-based platforms, such as
Amazon Mechanical Turk 1 and Prolific 2 etc., to enroll
participants or “crowd-workers” from a large and diverse
pool, and receive empirical data or contribution through
asking them to complete relevant “micro tasks”. Meantime,
crowd-workers earn the payment for their participation or
contribution. With the platforms, the well-settled study
procedure can be largely automated and time-saving.

as the core level, to answer if the content, functions, and
interaction of a marking meet the user needs and are simple
and intuitive to use. On the basis of good utility and
usability, the next level we concerned was Desirability, to
assess a floor pattern for its visual attractiveness and the
ability to engage and motivate users to interact with it. The
last one is Creativity, similar to the idea of “brand
experience” proposed by nnGroup, was about the overall
feeling and experience about innovation and fun.

Prior crowdsourced research may be roughly divided into
three different approaches. One involves developing or
providing a novel solution through breaking down a single
task into task chunks and then gathering a large number of
user-contributed input [29,47,50]. In this situation, the
crowd was considered they complete the task chunks better
than a computer does. It has become an emerging way for
coming up with innovation in marketing and design area.

Creativity
Create a novel
and fun feeling
and experience

Desirability
Utility &
Usability

Enable to engage
and motivate a user
to interact with it

A second is to conduct crowdsourced HCI experiments that
usually require many subjects doing hypothesis testing or
making design evaluations over web-based devices [1,26].
This study adopted this approach as well to evaluate the
dynamic floor markings through the input from an online
community.

The content, functions,
and interaction meet
needs and intuitive to use.

An additional approach mainly focuses on the exploration
of good strategies and techniques in order to improve the
crowdsourcing methodology. These studies offered many
constructive suggestions for conducting a crowdsourced
evaluation. For example, Abdul-Rahman et al. [1]
recommended crowdsourcing experiments adopt repeated
measures design as their study found the evaluation result
from the Amazon turkers (i.e. the participants of Amazon
Mechanical Turk) who exposed to stimuli repeatedly was
largely consistent with the result from design experts. Their
findings indicated within-subject design minimized the
influences from unknown or uncontrolled variables such as
individual differences in age, gender, and digital skills.
Dimara et al. [14] presented another strategy, which is
using a narrative in crowdsourced evaluation makes
participants more engaged and interested in the study so
that they are more willing to provide qualified responses. In
addition, Kittur et al. [33] highlighted the importance of
having multiple ways to detect unqualified responses. One
of the useful ways was to provide explicitly verifiable
questions as part of the task. These suggestions mentioned
above were employed in our crowdsourced evaluations
(describe in detail in section 5)

Figure 4: The three-level evaluation grounded on the user
experience framework defined by nnGroup.

To get the measurement at these three levels, an online
crowdsourcing survey with a combination of qualitative and
quantitative data collecting was conducted. The design of
the questionnaire consisted of three types of questions:
semantic differential scale [2], utility and usability ratings,
and short answer. Each type was structured for assessment
of one or more aspects below the primary levels (Figure 4).
The first two question types provide the general trends and
distribution in a quantitative way enabling us to know
"what," while the short answers can be complementary
qualitative data to explore deeper and understand "why."
The intended use of triangulation for collecting data
enabled to enhance the credibility and validity of the results
of this study.
QUESTION TYPES
EVALUATION LEVELS

UTILITY &
USABILITY

In this study, we adjusted the user experience framework
proposed by the nnGroup 3 and came up a three-level
evaluation method for our floor markings (Figure 3). The
framework corresponded to the three key design objectives
mentioned in section 3.1. We merged Utility and Usability

Function &
Content

Interactivity

DESIRABILITY

1

https://www.mturk.com/mturk/welcome
https://www.prolific.ac
3
The framework of User Experience was defined by the Nielsen Norman
Group Conference in Amsterdam in 2008.

Utility &
Usability
Rating

●
●

Visual
attractiveness

●

Motivation of
action taking

●

CREATIVITY

2

Semantic
Differential
Scale

●

Short
answers

●
●

●
●

●

●
●

Figure 5: Evaluation levels and corresponding question types
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To sum up, with crowdsourcing the evaluation phase
assessed the video prototypes of dynamic floor markings
we created in the earlier ideation phase. The micro tasks
contained completing various types of questions at three
evaluation levels: Utility and Usability, Desirability, and
Creativity. Although crowdsourcing is a flexible and
effective method for innovation, data collection, and
analysis, the issues such as the quality of responses and the
validity of results were needed to be dealt with carefully.
Table 3 summarises the principles and methods we used in
each design phase. Throughout all following phases, the
ideas of dynamic floor markings were constantly being
created, evaluated and polished, which is the core value of
User-Centre Design.
Phases

Principles

Methods &
Deliveries

INSPIRATION

Early focus
on users and
tasks

Literature review
and Secondary
research:
- distillation of the
design challenge,
objectives, and
requirements
- building a scope of
the target audience and
scenarios
- catching up on the
knowledge of
latest/past innovations
in this particular area
- inspired by potential
design strategies
Field observation:
- understanding of the
real context and users
we are designing for

IDEATION

Iterative
design

Phases

Principles

Methods &
Deliveries
Video Prototyping
and User interviews:
- revision and bundle
of floor patterns
- reflecting the
feedback on video
prototypes

EVALUATION

Empirical
measurement

Crowdsourcing
evaluation:
- quantitative
assessment of
semantic differentials
and usability
performance
- qualitative
interpretation of floor
markings from users

Table 3: The principle and methods used in each phase
4.

INSPIRATION AND IDEATION

This section illustrates the implementation of four design
activities in an iterative process, which enables us to get
inspired and generate ideas with the involvement of users or
experts.
4.1 Secondary research and field observation

Before stepping into ideation, based on the literature review
we started from doing general research online to make a
collection of current marking designs in transport hubs (i.e.,
stations and airports) (see Figure 6). The collection helped
us frame a basic understanding of the design rules and the
visual elements that could be employed in floor markings,
and also enable us to gain inspiration regarding how to
translate them into an interactive visualisation and what
could be added to make additional benefits.

Brainstorming and
Card sorting:
- initial ideas of floor
markings
- framing a taxonomy
framework for patterns
- mapping of potential
floor patterns into our
framework
Low-fidelity
Prototyping and
Expert review:
- numerous dynamic
visualization of ideas
- expert review for a
selection of patterns

Figure 6: An online collection of static floor markings
[48,55,58,59] created with colored lines, symbols, text, etc.

A field observation was conducted in the meantime to
gather more real experience and thoughts about the
situation the users were currently facing. Concurred with
previous studies, we found travellers barely noticed and
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interacted with (i.e., looked into or was navigated by) floor
markings for wayfinding. Even though they looked other
signage, they seemed to have to stand in front of it and
spend a while checking, sometimes resulting in a block in
entrances (Figure 7).

leaving in different distances to the display. The other was
suggested by Memarovic at el. [41], conceptualizing several
types of possible transitions between both various
interactive zones (e.g., engagement zone, discovery zone
and challenge zone) and behaviours.
Furthermore, many content ideas placed on the index cards,
including five categories of wayfinding information and
several ideas of floor markings. In this activity, the
researcher as an expert sorted content ideas into the predefined categories based on sufficient understanding of the
context and user's need, which were built from previous
inspiration phases.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: A field observation in a station. (a) Passengers
barely noticed the floor markings for directions; (b) Travellers
stood in front of the time board checking information and
seemed to obstruct others passing the entrances.
4.2 Brainstorming and card sorting

The design process here moved from the inspiration phase
to the ideation phase. The brainstorming activity was
implemented through creating sketches of various ideas.
Before sketching, the initial ideas came up by making
combinations of the patterns and strategies derived from the
literature review and design activities in the inspiration
phase (Figure 8). For example, Figure 9.d presents the ideas
of a floor marking that used the visual cues like tracking
halo as a directional indicator. Other samples show in
Figure 9.e and Figure 9.f. The proxemic interaction was
added with the user input of orientation or movement.

Figure 9: Sample sketches of floor markings in the
brainstorming activity. (a) Approaching menu plat; (b) Poking
arrow; (c) dividing pathway (d) Tracking halo with a
directional indicator; (e) Orientation map; (f) Tracking map.

With both top-down and bottom-up processes, a conceptual
framework of interactive floor markings (Figure 10) was
built up: There were two areas in the framework, a passive
engagement zone and an active engagement zone, showing
how actively the user engaged with the floor. The top of the
diagram shows a series of activities from passing by,
viewing and reacting, subtle interaction, direct interaction
to follow-up actions. The former three were categorized to
the passive engagement zones as the floor markings only
received peripheral attention with little interaction (e.g.,
observation or try-out). On the other hand, the rest two
belonged to the active engagement zone as individuals
actively have interaction or actions in these activities.

Figure 8: Brainstorming activity. The design patterns and
strategies derived from the inspiration phase (Left) and
several ccombinations to further generate new ideas (Right)

The five categories of wayfinding information were also
mapped into the framework (see middle of Figure 10). With
four types derived from previous studies, the type of eye
accessing cues was one we added to deal with the problem
that people easily ignore the floor wayfinding information.
The ideas of floor markings (showed by sketches in the first
place) were eventually sorted into these five categories (see
bottom of Figure 10).

Subsequently, a closed card sorting was carried out. The
pre-defined categories (see the top of Figure 10) were
created on the basis of two conceptual frameworks from
prior studies. One was the audience funnel proposed by
Michelis and Müller. [42], depicting how individuals
interact with a large display when they are heading or
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Passive Engagement zone

Active Engagement zone

2. Viewing and
Reacting
1. Passing by
3. Subtle
interaction

Eye accessing

Shrinking zone

Jumping halo

4. Direct interaction
5. Follow up Actions

Identification

Operation

Warning

Direction

Locating map

Interactive map

Pushing waves

Growing pathways

Poking steps

Movement and activities
Interactive floor
Types of wayfinding markings

Dividing pathways

Figure 10: The taxonomy of floor markings derived from card sorting based on the frameworks of previous studies [41,42]
4.3 Low-fidelity prototyping and expert review

4.4 Video Prototyping and user interviews

After several rounds of idea brainstorming, we made an
initial reduction of floor markings. About 15 patterns
remained and were dynamic presented through low-fidelity
video prototypes, which enable us to better communicate
our idea of "dynamic" patterns (Figure 11). Furthermore, an
expert review was conducted to evaluate which would be
most potential ones and could be further refined. The key
refinements included increasing the speed of animations,
replacing the original colours with the bright or high
contrast ones, and removing some elements to make them
less complex.

After the initial video prototyping process, the high-fidelity
ones were created to further elaborate the ideas of visual
patterns. We made several improvements, including adding
various scenes of stations as backgrounds and visual traces
of (potential) users, to better present the specific context we
focused on and the proximity interactions we employed
(Figure 12). For example, in one of the video prototype, the
increasing speed of the visual patterns only appear when the
passenger (with a visual trace) was getting close.

Figure 12: Scenes in stations and visual traces of users added
in the video prototypes

Figure 11: Low-fidelity prototypes of the visual patterns
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Subsequently, a few informal user interviews were carried
out to gain more feedbacks from a user's perspective. The
result indicated some of the floor patterns were considered
confusing and visually unclear. For example, the blinking
animation in one of the patterns may make users either
move closer or head away. Besides, the way to present the
patterns made texts or graphics a bit smaller. Hence, we
cropped the video and made a selection of total 8 visual
marking patterns (Table 4) for further evaluation.
Floor markings

Floor markings

Description
Growing pathways9
One of the multi arrows lights
up with a light strip moving
along it to indicate which way
to go for an identified user.
Poking steps10
Steps "poking" toward a
specific direction shows one by
one for an identified user to
indicate which direction to go.

Description
Shrinking zone4
A shirking animation of
gradient green zone to imply
an invitation for use. The
animation speeds up when an
identified user is getting closer.

Dividing pathways11
Colourful dots spread around
the floor and move toward two
sides when the floor recognises
users, showing user's desired
destination.

Jumping halo5
A randomly "jumping" halo
approaches to an identified
user when the user is moving
closer to the floor.

Table 4: A selection of total 8 visual marking patterns
5.

EVALUATION OF VISUAL FLOOR PATTERNS

This section describes the design and execution of two
crowdsourced evaluations, including the pilot study and the
formal one. The analysis and results of each study are
reported as well.

Locating map6
Coloured pointing arrows
represent where users are on
the map and their orientation.
The arrows also move along
with users' movements.

5.1 Pilot Study

There were several purposes of the pilot study. First of all,
we would like to obtain feedbacks from users regarding the
final video prototypes. Second, we could have a basic sense
of the data we were going to receive, which is helpful for
thinking how to structure data analysis in the formal study.
The last one was to ensure the whole procedure of the study
proceeds smoothly and the video prototypes are presented
appropriately on the platform without any technical issues.

Interactive menu7
Symbols representing various
location or amenities appear
when users step on the floor.
The distance and direction of
each site show next to the
symbol. One of the options
lights up if the floor recognizes
user's destination. Users can
select alternatives by changing
body orientation.

5.1.1 Design

The study adopted repeated measures design, requiring each
respondent to review all prototypes in different scenarios
we set. The study design followed the suggestion from the
prior study [1] to reduce the influences from individual
differences. However, a high dropout rate of a long study
would be a potential issue, which addressed by a judicious
selection of video prototypes in this study to avoid making
the study too demanding and distracting.

Pushing wave8
Blue waves change to red and
move faster toward a direction
to indicate the right direction
to go if anyone steps on in a
wrong direction.

5.1.2 Materials

A hybrid of a scene video and a dynamic floor marking
video was created as the video prototypes by video editing
software (Figure 13). The evaluation chose the form of
video prototypes as study materials not only because of its
strength to dynamically visualise ideas without demanding
engineering techniques but also its ability to create a good
communication between designers and users with different

4

Shrinking zone: https://youtu.be/lLz7GT4p3EE
Jumping halo: https://youtu.be/8ZTwQxN881o
6
Locating map: https://youtu.be/Pnv4uyB-13w
7
Locating map: https://youtu.be/ql4B7rLu3Tg
8
Pushing waves: https://youtu.be/Cvcv-t6P1s4
5
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Growing pathways: https://youtu.be/6qpV-ibXdvA
Poking steps: https://youtu.be/OkDy4DbGa-A
11
Dividing pathways: https://youtu.be/kp8alvXJ1x8
10
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disciplines. The previous study suggested this kind of
hybrid video is able to facilitate users to imagine
themselves present in the scene [16].

8 videos

scenario

Instruction
Page

video

Thank-you
Page

questions

Figure 14: The structure of questionnaire for pilot

Figure 13: One of the video prototypes showing the dynamic
marking with the proxemic interaction on an interactive floor
in a scene of station hall.

Based on the earlier expert and user feedbacks in the
ideation phase, total 8 video prototypes were selected in the
end (see Table 4 in section 4.4). The duration of each video
was in 10 seconds and the resolution was 1280 x 720. To
optimize the visibility of prototypes, the questionnaire was
only displayed on a desktop (i.e., participants were not
allowed to attend this study on a mobile device).
The questionnaire consisted of three sections, a short
instruction, several evaluation pages and a thank-you page
(Figure 14). Each evaluation page started with a brief
narrative scenario of wayfinding in a train station,
following with only one video prototype displaying and a
series of questions at the end (Figure 15). For evaluation
purpose, we asked respondents using single words or short
answers to express and interpret the floor markings
regarding a first impression, the purpose of the patterns and
the actions they may take. Utility and usability rating was
designed to evaluate the usability and likelihood of possible
actions. Besides, a semantic differential scale for measuring
users’ perceptions and attitude toward emerging
technologies [2] was used through a reduction of some
dimensions to fit our evaluation levels. For verification
purpose, a “verifiable” question, recommended by Kittur et
al. [33] , was inserted intentionally as part of the evaluation
tasks. The question asked participants to describe the visual
characteristics of the pattern in the video, which was helpful
to ensure and check respondents did watch the video. Table
5 outlies the arrangement of each question in pilot study.

Figure 15: One of evaluation pages in the pilot study
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Purpose

Question Type

1, 2

Evaluation

Short answer

3

Evaluation

Semantic differential scale

4

Evaluation

Utility and Usability rating

5

Verification

Short answer

6

Evaluation

Utility and Usability rating

online with a scan of a copy. After referring the Prolific ID,
participants were asked to imagine that they were in the
scenario they read in the questionnaire while watching the
video, and answer the questions below the video. Total 15
evaluation pages were displayed one by one in a random
order. Participants were instructed to reach a completion
URL in the thank-you page so that the system can identify
who successfully submitted.

7

Evaluation

Short answer

5.1.5 Results and refinement

Question #

The analysis of the results focused on two parts, the user
evaluation of the video prototypes and the feedback of the
study procedure. All findings were incorporated into the
refinement of both prototypes and study procedure in the
following formal study, which is described next and
summarised in Table 7 at the end of this section.

Table 5: The arrangement of each question in pilot study

We set up a narrative scenario for each marking to help
participants more engaged and provide qualified responses
[14]. Total three scenarios related to quest (i.e. travelling to
a novel destination along unfamiliar areas and routes) were
set in the questionnaire, including: a) looking for helpful
information; b) locating the position of the destination or
planning the route to the destination; c) following the
navigational instruction. Table 6 outlines the scenarios and
the corresponding video prototypes based on the design
purpose of each floor pattern.
#

Scenario

Video prototypes

1

Looking for helpful
information

“Shrinking zone” and
“Jumping halo”

2

Locating the position of
the destination
Planning the route to the
destination

“Locating Map” and
“Interactive menu”

3

Following the
navigational instruction.

“Pushing wave”,
“Growing pathways”,
“Poking steps” and
“Dividing pathways”

Overall, most of the video prototypes were received fairly
positive appraisals, especially for “Shrinking zone”,
“Locating map” and “Interactive menu”. However, some of
them made users a bit confused about how to interact and
less-engaging. Therefore, several improvements based on
their feedbacks were made. First of all, the assessment of
“Jumping halo” showed that it was able to draw attention
and curiosity; however, users did not fully understand the
meaning of the marking and failed to expect the possible
interaction. For example, the study received the user
comment, saying “it's trying to draw a person in to see
what it is… [but it was] Better explain visually what it is,
it's difficult to tell what the floor is asking me to look at.”
To make a stronger connection between the marking and
the context, the circular halo was replaced with an icon of
“i”, which is a common visual element referring to
“information” (Figure 16.a).
Second, the semantic differential scale indicated the design
of “Pushing wave” was able to trigger the feeling of
urgency (M=60.2), which met our expectation. However, it
made users uncertain about their thoughts about the
marking in the first place, even though the afterward short
answers of the interaction were met the goal of design. For
example, respondents had feedbacks such as “[it was] to
indicate if you are going the correct/incorrect way” and
“[it was] to show when people are blocking the path”,
Consequently, an accurate response timing of the floor
pattern was adjusted, allowing users to realize the proxemic
interaction occurs when the floor senses a user.

Table 6: Scenarios and the corresponding video prototypes

The questionnaire was distributed through Prolific, which is
a crowdsourcing platform designed for scientific research.
The online platform provides an efficient way to recruit
desired subjects with a pre-screening of any demographic in
its large participant pool. Meanwhile, eligible participants
on the platform can earn rewards by completing tasks the
study requires them to do.
5.1.3 Participants

With the pre-screening, total five participants (2 male, 3
female) who met the criteria that required them aged over
18 (ranged from 18 to 49 in this study) and speak English as
the first language were recruited within around one hour.
To ensure the quality of their responses while doing the
micro tasks, only the participant with an approval rate over
90% from past studies were eligible to attend this study.

Lastly, “Growing pathways” was reported “[it was] unclear
how to choose” and “I wouldn't know which arrow to
follow.” The design was refined by making the arrow
visually distinguishable and the colours more contrast. In
addition, a text presenting the name of the desired way was
added (Figure 16.b).

5.1.4 Procedure

Participants were asked to read the information sheet that
requires them to do the study in one go and avoid
distraction (i.e., checking phone or chatting with somebody)
in the middle of the survey. Informed consent was provided
14

(a)

(b)

Figure 16: The refinement of video prototypes. (a) The
replacement of circular halo with “i” icon in “Jumping halo”;
(b) The distinguishable arrow lines, high contrast colour and
an indicating text were used in “Growing pathways”

The circle halo was replaced
with an icon of “i”, which is a
common visual element
referring to information.

User hardly understood
the design purpose of
“Pushing waves”

We made the arrow lines
visually distinguishable and the
colours more contrast. In
addition, a text presenting the
name of the desired location
way was added.

Average completion
time was too long to be
focused on all
evaluation sessions.

The similar questions were
being merged and the redundant
ones were being cut down

Respondents easily left
the narrative scenarios
behind due to the layout
of the evaluation page

The descriptions of scenario
were being placed in an
individual page before the
evaluation page

The formal study attempted to explore how users interpret
these dynamic visual patterns on an interpret floor and also
to investigate the interactions and actions they might take if
they were seeing the markings in a transport hub. The
earlier result from the pilot study incorporated the
refinement of prototypes and the study procedure.
5.2.1 Design

The evaluation was conducted using Prolific based on
a within-subject design, which has been proven helpful for
avoiding biases associated with individual differences and
inconsistent responses among all conditions [1].
5.2.2 Materials

Eight video prototypes revised on the basis of the result of
the pilot study were employed on a desktop. To highlight
each scenario, the design of questionnaire was adjusted as
well. All prototypes were correspondingly distributed to
three scenarios, which were presented in a fixed order
(Figure 17). The questions below the video prototype,
which had been revised and merged, contained total 9
questions for evaluative and verifying purpose (Table 8).
The questionnaire can be seen in Appendix i.

Another issue was that the respondents likely left the setting
for scenarios behind due to the layout of the evaluation
page that made them think the scenarios never change.
Hence, the descriptions of scenario were placed in an
individual page before the evaluation page in the formal
study. In addition, the wording of scenarios was slightly
altered and the key points were highlighted in bold text.

The symbol used in
“Jumping halo” was
less meaningful

An arrow indicating the
direction was visually
unclear

5.2 Formal Study

Regarding the execution of the pilot study, there was a
space for improvement as well. The average time of
completion was about 45 minutes, exceeding the estimated
time, which made respondents easily lose focus and even
drop out in the middle of the session. As a result, the similar
questions were merged and the redundant ones were cut
down in the formal study to make the questionnaire more
concise. The basic demographic questions such as age,
gender, countries, and the frequency of taking public
transport were being added as well.

Refinements

Refinements

Table 7: Summary of the key findings and refinements about
the design of both video prototypes and study procedure

Platform 1

Key findings

Key findings

2 videos

video

Instruction
Page

An accurate response timing
was adjusted allowing people to
realize the interaction of the
marking occurs when the floor
senses users.

Scenario #2

Scenario #1

questions

2 videos

4 videos

video

video

questions

Scenario #3

questions

Thank-you
Page

Figure 17: The design of questionnaire for formal study
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Evaluation

Short answer

4

Evaluation

Semantic differential scale

5

Evaluation

Short answer

6, 7

Evaluation

Utility/Usability rating

8

Verification

Short answer

9

Evaluation

Short answer

58.2%

41.8%

Male

Female
5.1%

63.3%
18-29

Primary
Language

Table 8: The setting of each question in pilot study
5.2.3 Participants

Total 96 Prolific users were recruited with a pre-screening,
which required them aged over 18 and have not attended in
the pilot study. Similarly, only participants with an approval
rate not lower than 90% were eligible to participate. Of all
respondents who made a submission, 17 were excluded due
to incomplete or unqualified responses and 79 qualified
respondents participated in the formal evaluation. The
entire recruitment process from the time of the study
published online took about 2 working days, which was
considered quite efficient compared with conventional
recruiting ways.

25.3%

30-39

40-49

39.2%

Birth
Country

English

Non-English

71.2%

America

6.3%

50-59

68.8%

19.0%

Europe

8.8%

Asia

% of all participants (n=79)

Percentage of all participants (n=79)

Percentage
Percentage
Percentage
of allofparticipants
all of
participants
all participants
(n=79)
(n=79)
(n=79)

Figure 18 presents the demographic and background
information of all participants. Most of the respondents
aged from 18 to 29 (63.3%) and 30 to 40 (25.3%).
Participants born in America accounted for the largest
proportion (71.2%), and 60.8% of total respondents speak
English as the primary language. Regarding digital skills,
those who have somewhat, very or extremely comfortability
in using public display/digital kiosks produced 96.2% of
total proportion. Approximately 56% of the respondents
have taken public transportation at least once a week in the
past year.

35%
30%
35%
25%
30%
35%
20%
25%
30%
15%
20%
25%
10%
15%
20%
5%
10%
15%
0%
5%
10%
0%
5%
0%

60%
50%

55.7%

40%
30%
20%

25.6%

10%
0%

13.0% 2.5% 1.3%

How comfortable do you feel using public
displays and digital kiosks?

Extremely comfortable

Very comfortable

35%
Somewhat comfortable

Not so comfortable

Percentage
all participants
(n=79)
Percentage
of allofparticipants
(n=79)

1, 2, 3

Gender

Question Type

Age

Purpose

% of all participants (n=79)

Question #

30%

32.9%
35%
Not at
all comfortable
35%
30%
25%
20%

32.9%
32.9%

25%
30%
20%
25%

32.9%
32.9%
22.8% 21.5%

20% 22.8%
32.9% 15%
15.2%
21.5%
15.2%
10%
15%
22.8% 21.5%
5%
15.2% 10%
15.2%
22.8%
7.6%

22.8% 21.5%
22.8% 21.5%

21.5%7.6%
0%
15.2%
5%
How often have
you taken
public
How
often have
you taken public
7.6%
7.6%
15.2%
10%
15%

transportation0%
in the pasttransportation
year?
in the past year?
5% How often have
you7.6%
taken
public
How
often have you taken public
7.6%
transportation in the pasttransportation
year?
in the past year?
0%
Almost every day
How often
taken
Almost
every
day
Howhave
oftenyou
have
youpublic
taken
public
transportation
in the past
year?
transportation
in
the
past
year?
At
least
twice
a
week
At
least
twice
a week
Almost every day
Almost every day
About
a day
week
At
leastonce
twice
a week
Almost
every

About
a week
At
leastonce
twice
a week

About
aa month
About
once
week
At leastonce
twice
a week

About once a week
month

Less
often
once a month
Less often
once a month
About
oncethan
a month
About
oncethan
a month
week
often
once
month
Less often than
once a month
About
oncethan
a month
Figure 18: TheLess
demographic
andabackground
information
of
all respondents
(N=79)
Less often
than once a month
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5.2.4 Procedure

Utility & Usability

Eligible participants on Prolific were given an URL linking
to the questionnaire. The study briefing and informed
consent were provided on the first page. Participants were
then asked to carefully read one of the narrative scenarios.
On the next page, they were instructed to watch a video
prototype and interpret the prototype by answering a series
of questions. They were told to answer the questions
immediately after watching the video yet that they are still
allowed to watch the video many times if needed. Total
three scenarios and corresponding video prototypes were
given sequentially (Table 6 in section 5.1).

Meaningless

60.7

Meaningful

Complicated

59.9

Simple

Discursive

62.1

Intuitive

0

20

40

Desirability

Moderate

5.2.5 Analysis and Results

This section describes how we analysed the data and
presents the findings of the crowdsourcing evaluation. The
general findings are outlined first and the results of each
evaluation level (i.e., Utility and Usability, Desirability, and
Creativity) are described in detail afterward. The execution
of the crowdsourced research is reported at the end.

Creativity

80

100

49.1

Urgent

Uninspiring

54.6

Motivating

Visually
undesirable

55.8

Visually
attractive

0

General speaking, the result of the evaluation showed that 6
of all dynamic visual patterns had a good performance at
the level of utility and usability, desirability, and creativity.
The best three markings that obtained fairly positive
evaluation were “Shrinking zone”, “Interactive menu” and
“Growing pathways”, while “Pushing wave” and “Dividing
pathways” received relatively negative feedbacks.

60

20

40

60

Tedious

80

100
Interesting

63.1

Outdated

Innovative

66.3
0

20
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Figure 19: Mean
semantic
differentials
across all floor
patterns in each dimension

The data analysis consists three parts. First, the average
score of semantic differentials across all markings (Figure
19) and of each marking (Figure 20) were calculated. The
results depicted that the mean semantic differentials across
all floor patterns were above 60 approximately at utility and
usability level and creativity level, while the score at
desirability level received relatively lower average scores,
at about 50.

Second, we made a calculation of the mean of the utility
and usability ratings for each floor marking (Figure 23 and
Figure 27). There were several aspects evaluated by ratings,
including (a) clearly visible feedback, (b) appropriate speed
of response, (c) likelihood of taking actions (i.e., to attract
travellers to stop by, to trigger passengers to have
subtle/direct interaction with the marking, or to be
motivated to take action after leaving the floor marking).
The fairly high ratings mean of each aspect indicated most
of the patterns not only had good interactivity but also met
the design objectives. However, “Pushing wave” and
“Dividing pathways” have relatively lower mean ratings on
the likelihood of taking possible interactions or actions.
Lastly, affinity diagram was employed to analyse the large
amounts of language data (i.e., short answers) from the
questionnaire. The questions included asking respondents to
(a) use a single word to express their first impression of
each floor markings, (b) describe what they think about the
purposes of each pattern, and (c) what they would like to do
next. Each idea was placed on one index card and tagged
with some attributes such as gender of the respondent
through different coloured labels. The similar ideas were
organised into same categories and a high-level theme was
added for each category subsequently to help us understand
the relationships among them. (Figure 21).
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Dividing pathways

“Growing pathways” received positive feedbacks such as
“smart” or “fantastic,” whereas “Pushing wave” and
“Dividing pathways” gave users negative impression such
as “annoying” or “weird.” Besides, several single words
were selected to describe dynamic visual characteristics,
such as "animated," "motions," "flashing," etc., which
supported the findings from the previous study that
indicated user’s peripheral view is quite sensitive to
animation [54] and moving changes [27].
The following sections present the results from the semantic
differential scale, utility and usability ratings and short
answers, and illustrate the analysis at each evaluation levels.
Utility and Usability
One of the aspects we would like to examine at this level
was about the functions and content of each floor pattern.
On the whole, the results revealed most of the marking
design were evaluated that they had adequate and necessary
function and content for navigating themselves.

Figure 21: Part of affinity diagram result showing the analysis
of language data from the questionnaire.

Table 9 presents an overview result of the single-word
interpretations from the questionnaire. We categorised each
single word for different floor patterns based on the
evaluation levels and coded them with attributes (i.e.,
positive, negative, or neutral words) (Appendix ii). The
responses belonged to utility and usability level made up
nearly 43.3% of total words (N=632), whereas those at
desirability level only stood at 10.8%. Regarding word
attributes, the largest proportion of total words went on
positive responses, at nearly 43%, while negative words
accounted for 33.2%. The neutral replies constituted 24.1%.

Average score (N=79)

Word
Attribute

General
(N=215)

Positive

29.8%

10.1%

Negative

31.2%

20.7%

Neutral

39.1%

34.0%

Utility &
Usability
(N=273)

Positive

38.8%

16.8%

Negative

38.1%

16.5%

Shrinking zone

Jumping halo

Neutral

23.1%

10.0%

Locating map

Interactive menu

Desirability
(N=68)

Positive

54.4%

5.9%

Pushing waves

Growing pathways

Negative

44.1%

4.7%

Poking steps

Dividing pathways

Neutral

1.5%

0.2%

Positive

82.9%

10.0%

Negative

11.8%

1.4%

5.3%

0.6%

Neutral
Total

% of total
words

100

Evaluation
Level

Creativity
(N=76)

% of total
words at
this level

The result from the semantic differential scale (Figure 22)
showed that “Locating map,” “Interactive menu,” “Growing
pathways” and “Poking steps” all had a high level of the
meaningful score, at approximately 70 for each, which
indicated the content and functions met users’ needs.
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69.5

53.0
41.9
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72.2 74.7

67.8

28.1

Meaningless – Meaningful

Figure 22: Meaningless – Meaningful semantic differentials of
each floor marking

The feedback from single-word interpretations correlated
with the data of semantic differential scale in most cases.
Single-word responses regarding content and functions
indicated “Shrinking zones,” “Growing pathways” and
“Poking steps” provided “helpful” and “useful”
“information.” By contrast, the functions and content of
“Pushing waves” and “Dividing pathways” were frequently
evaluated with words like “unnecessary,” and
“complicated”. Besides, the short answers regarding the
purpose of the markings also showed that most of the
patterns achieved the intended design goals and met the

100%

Table 9: The proportion of different attributes of single-word
interpretations for the first impression of floor markings

General single-word interpretations contained the words
that users chose to express overall appraisal (i.e., "clever,"
"vibrant," "strange," etc.) or notable visual appearance of
the markings (i.e., "bright," "arrows," "stripes," etc.)
Overall, “Shrinking zone,” “Interactive menu” and
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needs of travellers as well, whereas a minority of the design
lacked the utility and received divided opinions on the
expectation of the purpose. The following separately
describes the findings of each marking.

such as to notice travellers whether any others obscure the
area or to prevent passengers from blocking a particular
area. Apparently, the design failed to achieve the goal
regarding utility as it made most of the respondents
consider it “confusing,” “useless” and “unnecessary” while
doing wayfinding. A few responses pointed out its visual
elements, such as stripes or waves, were not directly
connected to the context, resulting in users' confusion.

1. Shrinking zone. Its purpose most frequently mentioned
by users included catching attention on it, providing
information there (i.e., travel information appears on the
floor) or guide travellers to a nearby information assistance
spot (i.e., travel information presents at info centre or kiosk
nearby). On the other hand, a few of the respondents
thought the marking was for advertisement.

6. Growing pathways. Though this floor pattern had the
highest score (M=78.1) in the meaningless-meaningful
dimension among other design, the responses of the
intended purpose showed a slight difference in the users'
minds. Most of them knew the marking was designed to
give the a right route to the particular place (i.e., the
platform) that the passenger was supposed to be heading to.
However, the rest considered the goal of the marking was to
display various paths that indicate different places (i.e.,
travellers need to choose which way to go from those
choices on their own). In general, the content and function
achieve a satisfactory performance on utility in wayfinding.
Most of the users had single-word interpretations of the
marking like "helpful," "useful," and "[give] directions."

For grabbing attention, respondents thought the "i" visually
made a helpful connection with "information". Besides, a
majority were able to correctly predict the purpose of the
marking even though it had not yet shown the next
information or guidance in the video prototype.
2. Jumping halo. The responses about the purpose were
similar with the previous one. Most respondents considered
the patterns had somewhat a clear goal, which were for
drawing attention, inviting passer-by to approach it and
have a look, and then providing travel information or signal
to a nearby assistance point. However, some mentioned the
moving symbol was “confusing” and “distracting” because
the way of animation (i.e., a halo with a symbol of “i”
bouncing around) lacked an obvious direction to guide their
movement toward, though it did gain attention on it.

7. Poking steps. Compared with other dimensions of
semantic differential scale, this design had a slightly lower
score in the meaningful scale. Also, there were a few
single-word responses like "impractical" and "unsure" to
describe it. Nonetheless, most of the respondents evaluated
it with single words like "useful" and "helpful." Similarly,
most of the respondent thought the purpose of the marking
was evident, which is to provide navigational guidance
based on traveller's desired destination, whereas a small
part of respondents did not realise it featured personalised
instruction.

3. Locating map. Most responded the marking was
designed for visually locating a traveller itself in near area
and also displaying the layout of where they are relative to
other locations or amenities on the map, which met out
expectation. This design was positively evaluated "helpful"
and "easier" for passengers to find their way from current
location to a desired destination around the building
because it can actually put themselves where they are to get
a good idea of where to go.

8. Dividing pathways. Most of the responses regarding the
purpose of the pattern clearly revealed users knew it was for
showing the way to the certain location or to where the
travellers desired to go so that they can catch the correct
platform and train. However, it still received a low score
(M=41.9) in the meaningful dimension of semantic
differential scale. Besides, its utility was also assessed with
single words like "unnecessary" and "irrelevant", which
was very likely due to the "excessive" and "overwhelming"
way of displaying the direction.

4. Interactive menu. The responses indicated the purpose of
this marking was clear to users. The respondents knew that
the marking intended to reveal to each person possible route
choices around their current location, in what directions,
and how far away they are, which was mostly considered
"informative" and "helpful" through single-word answers.
5. Pushing wave. Consistent with the lowest score (M=28.1)
across all marking in the meaningful dimension, a majority
of the respondents replied that “[they] have no idea” or
"[they are] not sure" about the intention of the marking.
The rest of the responses about the purpose were showed
largely divided. Some of the answers were related to the
nearby facility (i.e., the escalator in the video), such as to
point out the location of the facility, to alert the direction of
the escalator (i.e., up or down), and to indicate if the
escalator is too busy or not available. Some thought the
interactive floor would show those on it whether they are on
the right/wrong way to where they would like to go. Other
respondents considered the floor pattern as a traffic control,

Interactivity was the other aspect we would like to inspect
at this level. The results from utility and usability rating
(Figure 23) showed that the visibility and speed of the
feedback of each floor pattern were well-designed. Most of
the markings achieved a high rating in visibility and
response time, with an average score of 3.8 and 3.7 of a 5
Likert scale respectively, apart from the fact that the scores
for “Pushing wave” and “Dividing pathways” were below 3.
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For "Locating map," the respondents considered it easier to
find the direction by looking at the real-time rotating and
moving arrow. However, there were some minor usability
issues such as the tracking line was confusing in the first
place and the moving of the symbol was a bit quick to read.
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For "Interactive menu", the responses indicated users
understand how to interact with the floor pattern. They
mentioned it showed the route to a place nearby based on
users' input (i.e., the direction they were standing and
facing). A minority evaluated the function and content were
"descriptive" and "detailed" yet some thought its visual
element was “small,” “complicated” and "cumbersome.”
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dimension while a moderately low score in the simple
dimension (Figure 24).

5

Figure 23: Mean ratings of visibility and speed of the feedback
for each floor markings

In addition to utility and usability ratings, the single-word
interpretation and semantic differential scale also give some
findings about the interactivity. Following describes the
assessment of each floor pattern.
1. Shrinking zone and Jumping halo. The interaction
designed for these two patterns was mainly intended to
attract attention in the scenario where a traveller is looking
for information. The results from semantic differential scale
showed that "Shrinking zone" had a higher level of score in
both simple and intuitive dimensions, at average 71.5 and
68.1 respectively (Figure 24). Nonetheless, the single-word
answers indicated that respondents very likely did not
notice its proxemic interaction (i.e., an increasing speed of
the shrinking animation). On the other hand, some
respondents knew “Jumping halo” sensed and tracked
people who were approaching to it, and evaluated it
"clever" and "attractive".
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Figure 24: Complicated – Simple and Discursive – Intuitive
semantic differentials of each floor marking

3. Pushing waves, Growing pathways, Poking steps and
Dividing pathways. "Growing pathways" and "Poking
steps" had the highest average scores in both the simple and
intuitive dimension among all patterns, at above 70 (Figure
24). The single-word responses also showed that they were
broadly assessed as a facility with "intuitive" and
"interactive" interaction for finding directions.

2. Locating map and Interactive menu. The interaction we
created for these two markings focused on helping
passengers orientate and direct to their desired destination.
There were similar results in the semantic differential scale,
showing that both have a higher score in the intuitive

However, "Dividing pathways" received lower scores in
these two dimensions, at 39.8 and 45.4 respectively (Figure
21

Respondents evaluated the way of dynamic visualization
were "distracting" and "unattractive."

Average score (N=79)

24). The single-word results revealed its interactivity was
"confusing" and "disturbing." Some thought the way that
the floor responded passer-by was more like a decoration
and lacked the effectiveness for seeking way guidance.
Regarding the interactivity of "Pushing wave", it obtained
lower scores in simple and intuitive dimensions, at 41.14
and 36.5 respectively (Figure 24). The single-word
responses illustrated most of the respondents noticed that
the direction of animated waves changed and the colour
lights up (i.e., turning to red) when passengers stepped on
the marked area, whereas they failed to figure out what the
purpose was and how to follow the marking that was trying
to indicate to. The result did not support the finding from
the prior study [13,53,53], which used waves or stripe to
guide crowds toward a specific direction (i.e., to a exist or a
display).
Desirability
There were two aspects, visual attractiveness and the
motivation of action taken, we would like to investigate at
this level. Following are the findings about the visual
attractiveness of each pattern:
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Figure 25: Visually undesirable – Visually attractive semantic
differentials of each floor marking

1. Shrinking zone and Jumping halo. These two patterns
were placed in the scenario where a traveller was searching
for possibly useful information, so visually attractiveness
can be a key factor that influences whether they are able to
access the information. The average score of the visually
attractive dimension indicated "Shrinking zone" (M=61.1)
obtained higher performance than "Jumping halo" (M=47.8)
(Figure 25). Respondents expressed the visual
attractiveness of “Shrinking zone" with single words like
"eye-catching" and "noticeable" yet somewhat "gaudy" and
“flashy.” On the other hand, "Jumping halo" received
single-word feedback like "distracting" and "dizzying." The
results indicated the animated elements cause passengers so
overwhelmed that failed to further read the information,
though it was able to attract tourists to take a look.

The other aspect we look into at this level is the motivation
of actions taken. With the affinity diagram results, we
counted the number of responses in each theme and sub
categories based on the framework mentioned earlier in
section 4 (Figure 10). Table 10 summarizes the possible
activities reported by users. It is clear that the number of
responses of possible activities mostly matched our
framework for categorization of these floor markings.
Figure 26 presents a similar result showing that "Shrinking
zone" and "Jumping halo" received a lot of feedback about
passing by, viewing and reacting, and subtle interaction,
which was belonged to the passive engagement zone.
"Locating map" and "Interactive menu" had much more
replies for direct interaction, which was categorized into the
active engagement zone. Similarly, most of the short
answers for "Growing pathways" and "Poking steps" were
about having follow-up actions. However, "Pushing waves"
and "Dividing pathways" received many responses
indicating there will be no interaction with the floor
markings (i.e., passing by it), which failed to meet our
design expectation.

2. Locating map and Interactive menu. Both of the design
had fairly good scores in the visually attractive dimension,
at average 60.6 and 65.5 respectively (Figure 25). As
expected, there were not many single words described by
users for their visual attractiveness since these floor patterns
were designed for clearly displaying information rather than
grabbing attention. Most of the single-word answers for
them were positive such as "impressive" and "appealing."
3. Pushing waves, Growing pathways, Poking steps and
Dividing pathways. Of all markings, "Growing pathways"
received the highest average score (M= 72.7) and “Poking
steps” achieved fairly good performance (M=62.9) in the
visually attractive dimension (Figure 25). The single-word
responses for them were all positive such as "bold,"
"impressive" and "attractive." On the other hand, "Pushing
wave" and "Dividing pathways" had the lowest score in this
dimension, at 38.6 and 37.7 respectively (Figure 25).
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Passive engagement zone
Shrinking
zone

Jumping
halo

No interaction

Viewing and reacting

Subtle interaction

Direct interaction

Follow-up actions

Pass by and carry on walking (5)

Be motivated to figure out it
(curious interaction) (1)

Step on it (13)

Actively read the information
(16)

Look around for whatever it was
indicating (27)

Pass by and carry on walking (19)

Locating
map

Active engagement zone

Pass by and carry on walking (7)

Make observation or try-out (2)

Move closer and have a quick look
(10)
Be motivated to figure out it
Step on it (9)
(curious interaction) (2)
Play with it (9)
Pass again and have a quick look
(18)
Stop and have a quick look (15)

Step on it (1)

Actively read the information (3)

Follow the instruction to a
destination (3)
Look around for whatever it was
indicating (7)
Follow the instruction to a
destination (2)

Actively look up the map (24)
Plan the route to a desired
destination (by moving/rotating
body) (21)

Others (2)
Follow the instruction to a
destination (1)

Orient myself on the map or
check if it is the correct way (1)
Interactive
menu

Pushing
waves

Pass by and carry on walking (8)

Stop and have a quick look (15)

Step on it (9)
Have a try-out (by rotating my
body) (6)

Pass by and carry on walking (45)

Stop and have a quick look (12)

Step on it and see the reaction (2)

Active read and check directions
(25)
Choose the symbol representing
where I want to go next (by
rotating body) (4)
n/a

Follow the instruction to a
destination (11)

Avoid the area the marking
indicates (2)
Pass the area when the marking
shows it's available (1)
Change to another direction (4)
Follow the way the marking is
indicating (3)

Growing
pathways

Pass by and carry on walking (7)

Poking steps Pass by and carry on walking (10)

Dividing
pathways

Pass by and carry on walking (39)

Stop and have a quick look (12)

n/a

Active read and check directions
(6).

Others (5)
Follow the way the marking is
indicating (56)

Stop and have a quick look (4)

n/a

Active read and check directions
(6)

Double check the information with
other references (1).

Active read and check directions
(3)

Follow the way the marking is
indicating (55)
Double check the information with
other references (2)

Stop and have a quick look (6)

Step on it and observe the
interaction (7)

Follow the way the marking is
indicating (7)
Table 10: Summary of a variety of possible interaction with each floor marking. The coloured areas shows which the most activities are, which matches our framework
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(a) Shrinking zone

(b) Jumping halo

Passive Engagement zone

Active Engagement zone

Viewing and
Reacting (11)

Passive Engagement zone

Viewing and
Reacting (20)

Follow-up
Actions (30)

Passing by (5)

Active Engagement zone

Follow-up
Actions (11)

Passing by (19)

Subtle
interaction (15) Direct interaction (16)

Subtle
interaction (18) Direct interaction (3)

(d) Interactive menu

(c) Locating map
Passive Engagement zone

Passive Engagement zone

Active Engagement zone

Viewing and
Reacting (15)

Viewing and
Reacting (15)

Follow-up
Actions (1)

Passing by (7)
Subtle
interaction (1)

Active Engagement zone

Follow-up
Actions (11)

Passing by (8)
Subtle
interaction (15)

Direct interaction (46)

(e) Pushing wave

Direct interaction (29)

(f) Growing pathways

Passive Engagement zone

Active Engagement zone

Viewing and
Reacting (12)

Passive Engagement zone

Viewing and
Reacting (12)

Follow-up
Actions (15)

Passing by (45)
Subtle
interaction (2)

Active Engagement zone

Follow-up
Actions (47)

Passing by (7)
Subtle
interaction (0)

Direct interaction (0)

(g) Poking steps

Direct interaction (11)

(g) Dividing waves

Passive Engagement zone

Active Engagement zone

Viewing and
Reacting (4)

Passive Engagement zone

Viewing and
Reacting (6)

Follow-up
Actions (56)

Passing by (10)
Subtle
interaction (0)

Active Engagement zone

Follow-up
Actions (9)

Passing by (39)
Subtle
interaction (7)

Direct interaction (6)

Direct interaction (3)

Figure 26: Number of responses of possible activities for each floor marking showing that the number possible activities (marked
as bold blue texts) matched our framework for categorization of floor markings.
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Average score (N=79)

the result from semantic differential scale, showing that
apart from “Pushing waves” and “Dividing pathways,”
most of the markings motivated actions taken in a relatively
moderate and uninspiring way.
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Locating map
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1. Shrinking zone and Jumping halo. For these two
patterns, the scores in the urgent and motivating dimensions
were moderate, at approximately 50 (Figure 28). In spite of
the lack of powerful motivation rated by users, the short
answers regarding the activities they expected to do (Table
10) indicated the designs were able to motivate most of the
users to view and react, have subtle and direct interaction
with it, or even take follow-up actions. Compared with
“Shrinking zone,” much more respondents reported they
would ignore “Jumping halo” and pass around.
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Figure 28: Moderate - Urgent semantic and Uninspiring Motivating differentials of each floor marking
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Figure 27 is a series of diagrams presenting the result of the
utility and usability ratings. It is clear that most of the
markings were reported they effectively triggered users to
take appropriate interaction or action(s), which met the
design expectation, such as to attract traveller stopping by
or to encourage passengers having a glimpse of it (Figure
27.a and Figure 27.b). Again, the results from the ratings
indicated “Pushing wave” and “Dividing pathways”,
however, can hardly guide directions (Figure 27.c).

2. Locating map and Interactive menu. Both of the designs
obtained a middling score (M=45.3 and 52.7) in the urgent
dimension while achieving much higher score (M=60.0 and
71.7) in the motivating dimension. The results from the
short answers (Table 10) revealed that most of the
respondents were actively engaged in the interaction with
the floor pattern. Apart from reading it, many respondents
reported they would rotate or move their body to orient
themselves on the map and plan a route to the desired
destination.

Figure 27: Mean ratings of likelihood the next action(s) for
each floor markings

Other data from the semantic differential scale and short
answers supported the findings above. Figure 28 illustrates
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Average score (N=79)

3. Pushing waves, Growing pathways, Poking steps and
Dividing pathways. Concurred with the lower scores in the
urgent (M=43.0 and 35.3) and motivating (M=33.3 and 41.3)
dimensions, the responses regarding the possible actions
indicated "Pushing wave" and "Dividing pathways" hardly
can make users either passive or active engaged in the
interaction (Table 10). On the other hand, "Growing
pathway" and "Poking steps" had fairly good scores in the
urgent (M=59.6 and 60.5) and motivating (M=68.0 and 60.5)
dimensions. Most of the respondents reported they would
follow where the marking points to (see Table 10).

Average score (N=79)

Creativity
For evaluation of creativity, we mainly looked into the data
from the semantic differential scale and single-word
responses. The results showed that “Shrinking zone,”
“Interactive menu,” “Growing pathways” and “Poking
steps” obtained higher scores of both interesting and
innovative differentials, ranged from about 65 to 80,
indicating that they featured really great creativity (Figure
29). The single-word interpretations supported the finding.
Those having high scores in interesting and innovative
dimensions obtained the responses such as "intelligence,"
"futuristic," and "playful". However, "Pushing waves" had
relatively lower scores in interesting and innovative
dimensions (Figure 29) and were mostly evaluated with
single words like "boring," and "uninteresting".
Surprisingly, "Dividing pathways" achieved moderately
good scores in these two dimensions even though it mostly
received poor performance at former two evaluation levels.
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Figure 29: Tedious – Interesting and Outdated – Innovative
semantic differentials of each floor marking

Feedback regarding study execution
We left a place for user giving any suggestion and thought
at the end of the questionnaire and there were some
interesting comments about the study. Many respondents
considered the design of the study was innovative,
interesting and engaging compared with the tasks they
completed in the past on Prolific. For example, we received
feedbacks such as: “The survey was very engaging. I liked
it very much” and “I had no issues doing this survey and
enjoyed it. It was fun! I look forward to see the results.”

To sum up, we had several interesting findings in the
formal crowdsourced evaluation. First of all, the results
revealed most of the patterns achieved the design objectives
we categorised in our taxonomy frameworks (Figure 10).
"Shrinking zone" and "Jumping halo" were evaluated they
successfully and creatively grab user's attentions and invite
passers-by moving closer through the visual elements like
animated strips (i.e., shrinking animation) and a tracking
object. "Locating map" and "Interactive menu" were
assessed that they mainly made the user move to the active
engagement zone by proxemic interactions based on user’s
input like the distance to the patterns, orientation and
movement. Respondents expected to have subtle or direct
interactions with the patterns, such as rotating their body to
plan a route. Regarding "Growing pathways" and "Poking
steps", respondents reported they would follow the
direction the patterns was indicating by visual cues like the
changing colour and the moving symbols (i.e., arrows).
Secondly, although "Pushing wave" and "Dividing
pathways" applied the strategies we discovered from
literature, they were evaluated that they were confusing due
to unclear utility, and unconnected and excessive
visualization. Hence, they failed to guide a traveller to the
desired destination.
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Lastly, we employed several techniques to ensure the
quality and validity of responses in the crowdsourced
evaluation, which reflects on the positive feedbacks,
reporting it was an engaging and fun study.

the display [53]. In our case, the floor pattern was placed
nearby an escalator, which caused users to connect the
purpose of the pattern with how the escalator works.
Besides, the image of waves can be unexpected and out of
the context. We suggest the design of waves be replaced by
tiles or strips, which is more neutral.

6. DISCUSSION

The aim of this study was to design dynamic floor markings
for wayfinding in a transport hub. Our floor patterns
leveraged design strategies of visual cues and proxemic
interaction and evaluated through crowdsourcing. The
result provides a preliminary understanding of how users
interpret and interact with these dynamic floor patterns and
design implication for future work.

Lastly, "Pushing waves" and "Dividing pathways" made
use of relatively complex and colourful visual elements,
which was expected to highlight the guidance. However, we
found it was more like a distractor for users as obtaining a
clear and intuitive guidance was the most crucial need in
the end of the interaction flow for wayfinding rather than
being invited to it. This is not to say that these two
markings lack the effectiveness, what we would like to
point out is the marking should be placed in an appropriate
scenario and with a good balance of the complexity of
visual elements.

6.1 Design Implication

Our findings partially support the design strategies and
proxemic interaction from previous studies, whereas some
of the floor markings could be discussed further and inspire
us to re-think how to employ motions or animation more
properly.

6.2 Good User Experience Grounded on Three Levels

In this study, the dynamic floor markings were evaluated at
three kinds of level, and based on our finding it is clear that
these levels do not exist separately, they are closely related.
Our results indicated utility and usability was considered
the most essential and it influenced the assessment of
desirability and creativity to some degree. In other words,
the markings that failed to provide meaningful and
necessary utility were usually considered less appealing and
motivating to have interaction and made users bored.

First, "Jumping halo" applied the strategy of tracking
objects with proxemic interaction based on the distance.
Our results showed that the floor pattern achieved its
purpose to a large extent, which is to grab peripheral
attention and invite interaction, while in the initial status of
the marking the randomly moving objects (i.e., the "i"
symbol inside a halo) were considered an annoying
distractor. Hence, we suggest the speed and directions of an
animation have to be well justified. Users are sensitive to
motions or animation, yet an object moving too quick
usually makes people dizzy and annoying, even though it
attracts attention (in an uncomfortable way). In addition, an
object moving in "random" directions can be considered
irrelevant to the users and lack a meaningful guidance for
them. The slow-motion feedback [52] is a good pattern. It
gives users in-situ feedback with a sufficient time to react
and it is based on proxemic interaction such as user's
precise distance, orientation, and movement, which makes
the response of the floor marking relevant to users instead
of meaningless.

Nonetheless, desirability and creativity of a marking are
important as well. Without desirability, the floor patterns
and their utilities do not have a chance to be accessed and
experienced, especially when users focus on the primary
task, which was wayfinding in our case, and only receive
information in the periphery of attention. Creativity, on the
other hand, brings an overall experience to engage users.
Our findings support the user-centre design approach. It is
crucial the design process focuses on exploring and
defining a clear user need in the early stage so that the
utility of ideas is able to meet the user need in the ideation
stage. Besides, early involving user's feedback on the
idea/prototypes at these three levels also plays an important
role for designers to review and reflect on their design.

Second, “Pushing waves” was the one employed the
strategies of changing colour and an animated wave, which
was expected to inform passengers a specific status and
guide them toward the direction that the waves moving
toward. However, the floor patterns failed to achieve its
goal and were evaluated confusing and an unclear purpose.
We think the interpretation of animated waves/strips can be
ambiguous and context and surroundings significantly
influence how people interpret a floor marking in different
ways. The previous studies applied moving waves/strips on
an interactive floor in various field and context such as an
entertaining space [13], a pathway in a station [19], and a
lab setting [53]. Therefore, users would interpret the
marking with reference to the context and nearby
environment. For example, the waves heading toward the
“exit” would guide users to leave [13]. The wave moving
toward a “large display” would invite people to get closer to

6.3 Invisible Effort Behind Crowdsourcing

We chose crowdsourcing method to execute the evaluation
of floor markings because of the advantages of scalability
through an automated procedure, a shorter recruitment and
execution time for a large number of participants, and
relatively low cost.
However, the challenge of crowdsourcing is to ensure the
quality and validity of the results. Several techniques were
applied in this study such as a repeated-measure design to
avoid confounding effect, narratives scenarios to build up
backgrounds and increase engagement, a verifiable task to
ensure eligible completion and triangulation data collection
with both quantitative and qualitative approaches.
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Despite crowdsourcing has this time-saving benefit on
recruitment and execution, there was invisible effort behind.
First, the time for verification was quite long as we
employed multiple ways to detect suspect responses.
Compared with recruitment and execution, which took
about within 2 working days in the formal study, the time
for checking the answers of verifiable tasks and reasonable
response time for each respondent cost over 2 days.
Secondly, the effort for contacting respondents after
execution of the study was unexpected. The crowdsourced
platform requires the researcher to manually approve if the
submission is eligible. The issue is because the distribution
and collection went on different platforms, we spent much
time on cross matching data from two different platforms
and sending either approvals or reasons of rejection.

interaction to facilitate wayfinding in a transport hub. A
comprehensive framework was developed to illustrate the
interaction flow and taxonomy of these dynamic floor
markings. A crowdsourced evaluation was conducted to
understand how people would interpret and interact with
these patterns. The results showed that most of the marking
met the design requirements and received a positive
evaluation at three levels. A further examination of the
effectiveness based on our findings could be the next step.
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Appendix (i): Questionnaire in the formal study

Dynamic floor markings in train stations
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Appendix (ii): Coding table of single-word interpretation
Floor markings
Shrinking Zone

Levels
General

Single-word interpretation Attribute Counts

attractive

Positive

visual

Neutral

1

flashy

Negative 3

bright

Neutral

4

pretty

Positive

1

luminous

Neutral

1

bold

Positive

2

green

Neutral

1

gaudy

Negative 2

big

Neutral

1

ugly

Negative 2

neat

Positive

1

fake

Negative 1

clean

Positive

1

innovative

Positive

4

nice

Positive

2

interesting

Positive

3

cool

Positive

2

wow

Positive

1

vibrant

Positive

1

Intelligence

Positive

1

annoying

Negative 1

high-tech

Neutral

1

strange

Negative 1

bouncy

Neutral

1

tacky

Negative 1

moving

Neutral

1

absent

Neutral

1

animated

Neutral

1

different

Neutral

1

motion

Neutral

1

unusual

Neutral

1

dark

Neutral

1

Neutral

9

cool

Positive

1

alert

Neutral

2

amazing

Positive

1

grabbing

Neutral

2

nice

Positive

1

informative

Positive

3

good

Positive

1

helpful

Positive

2

clever

Positive

2

useful

Positive

1

smart

Positive

2

clear

Positive

1

busy

Negative 1

visible

Positive

1

bad

Negative 1

striking

Positive

1

strange

Negative 4

remarkable

Positive

1

weird

Negative 2

distinctive

Positive

1

annoying

Negative 5

intrusive

Negative 1

rubbish

Negative 1

Utility & Usability information

Desirability

noticeable

Positive

2

eye-catching

Positive

5

Creativity

Jumping halo
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General

6

funny

Negative 2

unique

Positive

1

lacklustre

Negative 1

high-tech

Neutral

1

screensaver

Neutral

2

uninteresting

Negative 1

DVD Player

Neutral

2

boring

Negative 2

discrete

Neutral

2

dull

Negative 1

mouse

Neutral

1

cool

Positive

1

purposeful

Neutral

1

wonderful

Positive

1

information

Neutral

1

fantastic

Positive

1

useless

Negative 2

great

Positive

2

unnecessary

Negative 1

nice

Positive

1

slow

Negative 1

clever

Positive

1

Positive

2

unbelievable

Neutral

1

visible

Positive

1

different

Neutral

1

appealing

Positive

1

odd

Negative 2

attracted

Positive

1

awkward

Negative 1

bold

Positive

1

weird

Negative 1

following

Positive

1

bad

Negative 1

distracting

Negative 5

mediocre

Negative 1

disorientating

Negative 1

marker

Neutral

unappealing

Negative 1

cumbersome

Negative 1

invisible

Negative 1

confusing

Negative 5

forgettable

Negative 1

cluttered

Negative 1

dizzying

Negative 1

complicated

Negative 5

innovative

Positive

1

complex

Negative 1

new

Positive

1

detailed

Neutral

5

modern

Positive

1

descriptive

Neutral

2

Interesting

Positive

4

Clear

Positive

1

playful

Positive

1

simple

Positive

2

entertaining

Positive

1

Informative

Positive

1

intriguing

Positive

2

helpful

Positive

6

future

Positive

1

Utility & Usability Useful

Positive

6

Utility & Usability interactive

Desirability

Creativity

General

Locating map
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1

Desirability

Creativity

Interactive floor

General

handy

Positive

1

rubbish

Negative 1

map

Neutral

11

tacky

Negative 1

location

Neutral

1

small

Negative 1

bland

Negative 1

confusing

Negative 5

visible

Positive

1

complicated

Negative 3

appealing

Positive

1

complex

Negative 1

impressive

Positive

1

overcrowding

Negative 1

boring

Negative 1

explanatory

Neutral

1

creative

Positive

1

simple

Positive

1

Interesting

Positive

6

informative

Positive

1

innovative

Positive

1

helpful

Positive

8

futuristic

Positive

1

useful

Positive

1

mark

Neutral

1

catchy

Positive

1

dark

Neutral

1

Interactive

Positive

3

bright

Neutral

1

intuitive

Positive

2

class

Positive

1

compass

Neutral

1

like

Positive

1

direction

Neutral

3

great

Positive

2

revealing

Neutral

1

better

Positive

1

Neutral

1

smart

Positive

2

tacky

Negative 1

clever

Positive

1

impressive

Positive

1

Ingenious

Positive

1

multi-purpose

Neutral

1

cool

Positive

3

interesting

Positive

5

fantastic

Positive

1

intriguing

Positive

1

amazing

Positive

1

fun

Positive

1

beautiful

Positive

1

futuristic

Positive

3

different

Neutral

1

modern

Positive

1

weird

Negative 1

innovative

Positive

2

awkward

Negative 1

new

Positive

1

odd

Negative 1

wow

Positive

1

ugly

Negative 1

high-tech

Neutral

1

Utility & Usability signpost

Desirability

Creativity
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General

Pushing waves

large

Neutral

3

forbidden

Neutral

1

colourful

Neutral

3

eye-catching

Positive

2

flashing

Neutral

1

Desirability

distracting

Negative 1

wave

Neutral

3

Creativity

fun

Positive

2

beach

Neutral

2

moving

Neutral

1

carpet

Neutral

1

bright

Neutral

1

stripes

Neutral

1

neon

Neutral

1

Argentina

Neutral

1

arrows

Neutral

2

nice

Positive

2

flow

Neutral

1

Good

Positive

2

multiple

Neutral

1

aesthetic

Positive

2

colourful

Neutral

3

unusual

Neutral

1

shining

Neutral

1

weird

Negative 6

amazing

Positive

1

odd

Negative 2

clever

Positive

3

strange

Negative 1

good

Positive

1

rubbish

Negative 1

beautiful

Positive

1

wrong

Negative 1

cool

Positive

1

sickly

Negative 1

nifty

Positive

1

confusing

Negative 24

garish

Negative 1

mixed-up

Negative 1

simple

Positive

5

puzzled

Negative 1

easy

Positive

1

useless

Negative 3

Intuitive

Positive

4

what?

Negative 1

effective

Positive

1

unknown

Negative 1

helpful

Positive

5

pointless

Negative 2

clear

Positive

6

unnecessary

Negative 1

useful

Positive

5

dizzy

Negative 1

informative

Positive

3

excessive

Negative 1

practical

Positive

2

simple

Positive

1

confusing

Negative 2

useful

Positive

1

unclear

Negative 1

Neutral

1

Utility & Usability path

General

Growing pathways Utility & Usability complicated
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Negative 2

Desirability

Creativity

General
Poking steps

meaningless

Negative 1

clear

Positive

2

unnecessary

Negative 1

responsive

Positive

1

useless

Negative 1

reactive

Positive

1

communicative

Neutral

1

useful

Positive

4

direction

Neutral

7

helpful

Positive

4

descriptive

Neutral

1

Interactive

Positive

3

left

Neutral

1

Informative

Positive

1

attractive

Positive

1

small

Negative 4

appealing

Positive

1

tiny

Negative 1

impressive

Positive

2

unclear

Negative 1

bold

Positive

1

confusing

Negative 2

interesting

Positive

2

unsure

Negative 1

uninteresting

Negative 1

Hard

Negative 1

sci-fi

Neutral

1

useless

Negative 1

arrow

Neutral

2

unpractical

Negative 1

wow

Positive

2

pushy

Negative 1

cute

Positive

1

navigation

Neutral

1

fantastic

Positive

1

direction

Neutral

2

cool

Positive

1

tracking

Neutral

2

great

Positive

1

follow

Neutral

1

clever

Positive

3

leading

Neutral

1

okay

Neutral

3

pointer

Neutral

1

active

Neutral

1

impressive

Positive

1

individual

Neutral

1

bland

Negative 1

unusual

Neutral

1

invisible

Negative 1

revelatory

Negative 1

vague

Negative 1

strange

Negative 1

Interesting

Positive

4

odd

Negative 1

futuristic

Positive

1

annoying

Negative 1

innovative

Positive

1

simple

Positive

7

modern

Positive

1

Positive

3

colourful

Neutral

3

Utility & Usability Intuitive

Desirability

Creativity
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dark

Neutral

3

extravagant

Negative 1

starry

Neutral

1

excessive

Negative 1

space

Neutral

4

disturbing

Negative 1

cosmic

Neutral

1

unclear

Negative 2

star

Neutral

1

Complicated

Negative 2

overboard

Neutral

1

Confusing

Negative 4

large

Neutral

1

unnecessary

Negative 2

artistic

Positive

3

irrelevant

Negative 1

cool

Positive

1

useless

Negative 3

okay

Neutral

1

meaningless

Negative 1

unusual

Neutral

1

direction

Neutral

1

different

Neutral

1

bold

Positive

1

surprised

Neutral

1

unimpressive

Negative 1

busy

Negative 1

distracting

Negative 2

crazy

Negative 1

unattractive

Negative 2

ugly

Negative 3

unique

Positive

1

odd

Negative 1

fun

Positive

3

strange

Negative 2

Interesting

Positive

2

bizarre

Negative 2

boring

Negative 1

tacky

Negative 1

mind-numbing

Negative 1

awful

Negative 1

outdated

Negative 1

distressing

Negative 1

stupid

Negative 1

idiotic

Negative 1

childish

Negative 1

dislike

Negative 1

simple

Positive

1

hassle

Positive

1

Interactive

Positive

1

descriptive

Neutral

1

Utility & Usability overwhelmed

Desirability

Creativity

Negative 1
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